
SUCCESS STORY: T-MOBILE CZECH REPUBLIC

Contact center transformation 
is game-changer for T-Mobile  
Czech Republic
Fair and efficient work distribution boosts customer and agent satisfaction gains

Manual processes 
hindered progress
The life of a T-Mobile Czech Republic back-office 
team leader has changed. Not long ago, team 
leads had to arrive an hour before the rest of their 
team did. The first thing they did was pull a list 
of tasks from the CRM system, enter them in a 
spreadsheet, and assign them to team members. 
As each team member arrived, they received their 
assignments and began working on them. This 
process was repeated two or three times per day, 
as more tasks appeared in the CRM queue. 

Most tasks were carried out on a first-come,  
first-served basis. Often, agents would select  
the easiest tasks in the morning and leave  
the toughest ones for the afternoon. Usually,  
this meant many complex jobs were left 
unfinished and carried over to the next business 
day. More importantly, it meant the most  
urgent customer issues weren’t always 
addressed in a timely manner.

Service levels soar with 
fewer staff
That’s all a distant memory today. By adding 
process automation to their existing Genesys 
contact center platform—and integrating it all 
with their Clarify and Siebel CRM systems—the 
company has completely transformed its  
back-office functions.

Now, 85% of workloads are governed by 
automated processes, so agents no longer get 
to cherry-pick tasks. When a new task enters the 
CRM queue, the Genesys platform uses rules to 
assess its importance and assign a deadline. It 
then pushes the task to the agent who’s most 
qualified and available to complete it. The system 
also makes sure that deadlines are not missed. 
For example, if 10 minutes go by, and no one has 
started working on a task, the system will push it 
to an available agent elsewhere. 

Customer: T-Mobile Czech Republic
Industry: Service Provider
 Location: Czech Republic
Company Size: 2,570 staff
Agents: 800

Challenges: 
• Ensure great  customer experience  

across all channels
• Make back-office operations 

more efficient
• Create a satisfying, fulfilling  

workplace environment

Solutions:
• Genesys Customer Experience Platform: 

Routing, Reporting, and Analytics
• Process Automation 
• Workforce Planning
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RESULTS

7% increase
in service levels 

30% increase
in agent productivity

95% of 
agents report  
approval of new process, with an 
improved satisfaction score of 1.5
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“We can assign people to tasks as needs change,” 
says Katerina Suvarinova, Vice President of 
Customer Services and Sales Support. “We can 
see how time-intensive activities are making us 
more effective.”

Standardized reports, a more productive 
workforce, and better insights into the metrics 
that improve their customer experience are 
just some of the positive outcomes T-Mobile 
has reported.

“Better work prioritization has seen a positive 
impact for our customers,” said Jan Masek, 
Senior Head of the Customer Service Operation 
and Coordination Center.

The company has also seen a significant 
boost in performance efficiency: “Agents are 
able to handle 30% more requests now,” said 
Petra Maresova, Order Management Support 
Team Leader.

Agent enthusiasm apparent 
as satisfaction climbs
Work is now allocated evenly and fairly. Rules can 
be changed on the fly, and agents can input and 
modify requests as well. Plus, because everything 
is routed automatically, people no longer waste 
time manually searching individual queues for 
cases and deadlines. 

“Agents perceive the introduction of Genesys in a 
very positive way. They got used to it very quickly;  
it has become an essential part of their working 
day,” said Masek.

The new system efficiently allocates other tasks 
such as sales leads, customer retention alerts, 
account activations, complaints, and technical 
support requests. So what’s it like to work in the 
new, automated T-Mobile contact center?

“About 95% of agents are pleased with the 
Genesys application. Overall agent satisfaction is 
riding high at around 1.5—where one is best and 
five is worst,” said Masek.

Discover how Genesys can streamline your 
contact center and enhance agent performance 
at www.genesys.com.

“About 95% of agents are pleased with the Genesys application. Overall 
agent satisfaction is riding high at around 1.5—where one is best and 
five is worst.”
Jan Masek, Senior Customer Service Operations Manager, T-Mobile Czech Republic
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